
6th Grade SUMMER READING REQUIREMENT 
 
Each student is required to read at least 1 book this summer. I have provided a list of 
suggested books. This list includes a wide variety of books to appeal to the interests 
and reading levels of our students.  Parents are encouraged to review book 
selections with their children in order to help them make appropriate choices. 
Students may select books from this list, or they may read a comparable book that 
is approved by their guardian. The book selected must be age appropriate and on 
appropriate reading level. When students return to school in the fall, they will have 
the opportunity to complete an AR quiz on their summer reading book, as well as, 
log the book as one of their books read for the year.  
 
Entering 6th  
Scott, Elaine.  BURIED ALIVE.   This book describes the 2010 mining accident in San José, Chile, in which thirty-three men 
became trapped underground for over sixty days and details the rescue efforts and the worldwide media coverage of the event. 
(NONFICTION) 

Senzai, N. H.  SHOOTING KABUL.  Escaping from Taliban-controlled Afghanistan, eleven-year-old Fadi and his family 
immigrate to the San Francisco Bay Area, where Fadi schemes to return to the Pakistani refugee camp where his little sister 
was accidentally left behind. (FICTION) 

Telgemeier, Raina.  DRAMA.  Callie rides an emotional roller coaster while serving on the stage crew for a middle school 
production of Moon over Mississippi as various relationships start and end, and others never quite get going. 
(FICTION-GRAPHIC NOVEL) 

Telgemeier, Raina.  SMILE.  Raina trips and severely injures her two front teeth.  She copes with a variety of dental problems 
that affect her appearance and how she feels about herself. (FICTION-GRAPHIC NOVEL) 

Thimmesh, Catherine and Melissa Sweet.  GIRLS THINK OF EVERYTHING:  STORIES OF INGENIOUS INVENTIONS BY 
WOMEN.  This book tells how women throughout the ages have responded to situations confronting them in daily life by 
inventing such items as correction fluid, space helmets, and disposable diapers. (BIOGRAPHY) 

Vernick, Audrey.  BROTHERS AT BAT:  THE TRUE STORY OF AN AMAZING ALL-BROTHER BASEBALL TEAM.  The 
Accerra family had 16 children, including 12 baseball-playing brothers.  In the 1930s, the boys formed their own 
semi-professional team and became the longest playing all-brother baseball team in history. (NONFICTION) 

Woodson, Jacqueline.  EACH KINDNESS. When a newcomer is shunned by the popular girls, their teacher shows them how 
small acts of kindness can change the world.  It is too late to undo the harm they have caused, but these students will take this 
anti-bullying message to heart. (FICTION) 

 

Check back soon! I’ll be adding more books! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


